
Educational support for students  
with Asperger syndrome

Asperger syndrome (AS), which is often said to be a mild form of autism, 
manifests itself in a variety of ways. This may mean difficulty with:
1. social interaction: difficulty with establishing and maintaining social 
contacts, difficulty with entering into conversation and maintaining it; problems 
with interpreting people’s feelings, emotional response inappropriate to the 
circumstances
2. non-verbal communication: inappropriate (either limited or excessive) eye 
contact, problems with interpreting gestures and facial expressions, inappropriate 
gestures or facial expressions
3. speech and language: problems with understanding idiomatic phrases, 
sarcasm, irony, metaphor and abstract concepts; specific timbre of voice: 
monotonous, musical or devoid of intonation; repetitive or stereotypical phrasing
4. restricted and repetitive interests: specific interests restricted to one area; this 
can sometimes upset the person’s daily routine and activities
5. rituals: repetitive behaviours, always exhibited in the same manner, places or 
circumstances (unexpected events or change of plan can upset the person’s well-
being)
6. physical fitness: difficulties with motor coordination and manual activities.

The difficulties listed above manifest themselves in many 
different areas (not necessarily in all of them). Their symptoms 
intensify or subside according to the person’s age, environment 
or assistance he or she receives.



You should bear in mind that persons with Asperger syndrome find it difficult 
to accept changes and are often unable to think flexibly. However, they have 
no difficulty developing language and cognitive skills, age appropriate 
independence, adaptive behaviours (other than social interactions) or interest in 
the environment.

Difficulties

In the learning process, persons with Asperger syndrome may find it difficult to:
• feel comfortable in social situations; establish social interaction, eg when 

working in a team
• adapt to new conditions, environment, situations, company or strangers
• understand verbal instructions and arrangements
• work in a distracting environment (noise, excessive lighting)
• discriminate between relevant and irrelevant information as they pay too much 

attention to unimportant details
• organise their work efficiently.

Educational support strategies

Classes and exams should be adjusted according to the student’s individual 
learning difficulties or specificity of his or her health problems. When teaching 
students with Asperger syndrome, please make sure that they are given:
• more time to adjust to new situations, environment or schedule
• directions on how to find his or her way around the university’s facilities (maps 

showing how to find way in and out of the university’s buildings)
• a permanent seat in class or a laboratory, with as few distracting stimuli as 

possible (eg noise, excessive lighting)
• precise and clear instructions (eg in print)
• written summaries (synopses of multimedia presentations) 

with the most important issues discussed during class;
• lists of assignments;
• chance to tape record classes



• opportunity to communicate through electronic means (in some cases this 
method can be clearer and more effective)

• regular breathers (if necessary)
• assignments which are regular and broken into manageable chunks
• more time to answer your questions (you should also encourage them to do so 

as  this may reduce their stress/anxiety levels)
• suitable encouragement and assistance.

When dealing with persons with Asperger syndrome, it is advisable that you 
rely on their talents and capabilities. Persons with Asperger syndrome very often 
happen to have extremely good memory. Highly motivated, independent and 
creative, they also tend to specialise in narrow fields of research.
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